
THE USE OF HERBICIDES IN FORESTRY 
IN NEW ZEAL,AND 

Abstract 

This  article summarises the papers presented and the dis- 
cussion which took place at a symposium held at Rotorua in 
1975. N e w  Zcaland Forest Research Insti tute Sympos ium No. 
18, as w i t h  previous symposia, was concerned wi th  defining 
the state of our knowledge as a basis for further advance. 
Surnmarised replies to  questionnaires gave detailed infornza- 
t ion o n  current practice, and papers dealt w i t h  current re- 
search and recent developmmts;  they also evaluated various 
aspects of herbicide use, including environmental aspects. 

I n  nursery practice herbicides are used effectively w i th  few 
problems remaining, although local refinements may  in  some 
inslances be necessary. 

I n  site preparation practice herbicides have become of 
major  importance only over the last 6 or so years, and appear 
to have had a marked effect o n  the successful achievement of 
the  goals of rapidly expanding planting programmes. Exper- 
tise varies, but  adequate methods  are avjailable for the control 
of grass (whe ther  or not  grazing is to be undertaken in the de- 
veloping s tand)  and for the desiccation of scrubweeds as an 
aid to burning. Where  more difficult weeds are present, and 
the  terrain allows, site preparation by  machines is preferred, 
o f ten  suppleinented by  herbicides. S o  far, n o  entirely satisfac- 
torv operational herbicide techniques have been developed t o  
control gorse, bracken, broom, and blackbervy, although re- 
search results show promise. A great deal more elucidation o f  
technical, physiological, and environmental aspects is con- 
sidered necessary in  this field. 

Operations can be made more efficient by  improved control 
and t iming in  relation to  weather, t ime of day, and condition 
of plants. There is some dissatisfaczion wi th  equipment avail- 
able for distributing liquids, and there is a need for develop- 
men t  of precison gear for applying granttles. Increasing inter- 
est is being shown i n  n e w  methods  of operating helicopters, i n  
the  use of vehicles for ground spraying, and in  the use o f  
manual tools - especially for ultra-low-volume sprays. Nezv 
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developments i n  the use of additives, sfrch as thickeners and 
foaming agents, and i n  the possible use of granules, mini- 
granules, and microgranules, are also o f  considuable  promise. 

I n  the  short t e rm,  at least, herbicides are considered t o  be 
well-nigh indispensable tools for site preparation, although 
their replacemint by specially-developed machines may  be  
possible i n  the future. 

There  appears t o  be a need for expanded research in to   he - 
use of herbicides i n  forcstry i n  the  following areas: 
I .  Development of o p t i m u m  regimes for individual weed types. 
2 .  Dcfermination of snvironmental acceptability. 
3. Improvement  of techniques and equipnzent for applying 

herbicides. 
4. Development of techniques for evaluation and interpreta- 

l ion of results i n  relation to  the tree crop. 
I'hese bvoad objectives should be applied i n  conjunction 

w i t h  an  economic evaluation of problem weeds t o  determine 

INTRODUCTION 

The second New Zealand Forest Research Institute Sym- 
posium, held in July 1962, was entitled "Chemical methods o f  
vegetation control in New Zealand forestry" (Beveridge and 
Hecklerwick, 1962). The subjects covered were thinning by 
poisalning and conversion olf inferior stands in exotic forests, 
poisoning of competing weeds in young stands or before plant- 
ing, canopy opcning and stand improvement by poisoning of 
indigenous forests, total vegetation control, and chemical 
weed control in nurseries. In his summing up, H. V. Hinds 
gave most attention to poison thinning. Progress and poten- 
tial in nursery weed control and the use of herbicides in 
establishment were more briefly mentioned - "I think dlessic- 
cants are a less important field" xias one conclusion - and 
he felt that the Forest Research Institute should be princi- 
pally a clearing house for information. I t  is interesting to ob- 
serve that the first and third subjects discussed now receive 
little mention, while the second has become o f  major im- 
portance. 

Nursery weed control was again dcbated during Symposium 
No. 9 in 1967 (Chavasse and Weston, 1967), by which time 
herbicides were being used with a good deal of finesse, and 
much detailed research had already bem undertaken at FRI. 

In 1969 at  Symposium No. 11 (Chavasse, 1969), the use 
of herbicides in forest establishment was analysed, and it 
was clear that they were becoming better understood and 
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could in time become much more important. In that year the 
total area of new planting and replanting was approximately 
27 000 ha, and some 6500 ha were treated with herbicides dm-- 
ing forest establishment both before and after planting, 
mainly by aircraft (both fixed-wing and helicopters). Of this 
total, 2300 ha were treated for control of nassella tussock 
(NaselZa triclzotoma), 2040 ha were treated with desiccants 
ieading to successful burning, and 930 ha of planted pines were 
releasled, mainly from thistles. Excluding nassella tussock, 
about 70% of this area was considered to be successfully 
treated. 

Machines for applying herbicides were considered at Sym- 
posium No. 13 in 1972 (Chavasse, 1972), at which time there 
was increasing concern for accuracy in aerial methoids and 
equipment, and interest in Ihc use of granular formulations. 

Sympo~sium No. 18, held in October 1975, was concerned 
with herbicides used for weed control in nurseries and for 
the establishment phase in forests. The programme was in 
five sections: 

(1)  Nursery weed control. 

(2) Control of specific forest weeds. 

(3) New formulations and alternative methods of applying 
herbicides. 

(4) Enviroamental considerations. 

(5) Assessment of the importance of herbicides in forestry. 

A questionnaire was sent out in May and all those approiach- 
ed replied. At the same time 36 people agreed to present 
papers, and an additional six papers were also eventually pre- 
sented. The objective of the Symposium was to examine the 
state of our knowledge and practice in this particular field 
as a basis for further advances. 

The scale of operations in 1974-5 was summarised by Preest 
( a )  :. Tables 1, 2, and 3 are condensed from his paper. 

The total area of new planting and replanting in New Zea- 
land was approximately 55 000 ha in 1974-5. Figures in Tables 
1, 2, and 3 cover more than 80% of all operations in that 
period. Table 1 shows that handfelling methods are still of 
major importance in site preparation, while perhaps 60% of 
land to be planted is burnt. Clearly the use of herbicides 

"Symposium papers are referred to in this article simply by the author's 
name and are undated. The full Proceedrngs will be published later in 
1976. 
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TABLE 1: SITE PREPARATION; AREAS (ha) O F  DIFFERENT 
COVER TYPES TREATED IN NEW ZEALAND IN 1971-5 BY 

VARIOUS METHODS 
(Modified from Preest, a) 

-- 
Prepnrulion by - 

Hand- 
Hand Heavy Aerial Vehicle spray 

Cover Type Tocls' Machines Spraying Spraying Tools" Totals Burning 

Native scrub 
and cutover 8 600 4 478 5 731 - 10 18819 13 353 

Exotic 
cutover 6 784 2 927 831 - - 10542 2 891 

Exotic 
conversion 1 105 188 - - - 1293 1481 

Grass, etc.? - 1 508 309 500 47 2 364 660 
Gorse 80 929 1832 8 324 3173 909 
Bracken 10 997 841 15 - 1863 6 603 
Broom 10 23 389 8 210 640 94 
Lupin 12 108 - - - 120 - 
Other - 120 174 - - 294 - 

Totals 16601 11278 10107 531 591 3 9 1 0 8 2 5 9 9 1  - ------v------ -J 

Herbicides 11 229 
Percent 42.4 28.8 28.7 

*Include motor-manual tools. 
tIncludes herbaceous weeds, thistles. 

has increased markedly since 1969. Table 1 also shows that 
the problems weeds - gorse (Ulex europaeus), bracken 
(Pteridium aquilinum var. esculentum), broom, (Cytisus sco- 
pavius), blackberry (Rubus fruticosus agg.), and Himalaya 
honeysuckle (Leycesteria foumosa) - occurred on only about 
15% olf afforestation sites, while 48% of total affolrestatioa 
was on native scrub and cutover sites, and 30% on exotic 
pine areas. 

Table 2 shows areas on which releasing of planted trees 
was undertaken. Hand methods were again important, 
especially folr releasing frolm bracken, while machines were 
scarcely used. There has been a dramatic increase in the 
use of herbicides for releasing, especially for control of grass, 
herbaceous weelds, and thistles. If Tables 1 and 2 are com- 
pared, the proportiofn of difficult weeds in the releasing phase 
(49% elf all releasing) makes it clear why they consti- 
tute such a majolr problem. Many of these areas would have 
had herbicidal treatment in the pre-planting phase (as well 
as being burnt), and many require at least two releasing treat- 
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TABLE 2: RELEASING; AREAS (ha) OF DIFFERENT COVER TYPES 
TREATED IN NEW ZEALAND IN 1974-5 BY VARIOUS METHODS 

(Modified from Preest, a) 

Hand Heavy. Aerial Vehicle Handspray 
Cover Type  Tools" Machines Spraying Spraying To~ols'~ Totals 

Native scrub 
and cutover 1 446 

Exotic cutover 255 
Exotic 

conversion 30 
Grass, etc.? 724 
Gorse 862 
Bracken 9 444 
Broom 191 
Lupin 1110 
Othcr 343 

Totals 14 405 102 

Herbicides 
Percent 33.0 0.2 

-Includes motor-manual tools. 
-tlncludes herbacelous weeds, thistles 

ments. It is also interesting to observe that spraying by ground 
vehicle, unheard of 3 years ago, now accounts for 17% of all 
releasing operatiolns. 

Table 3 shows the continued importance of desiccation as 
an aid to burning, since the bulk of the 2,4,5-T and 2,4-D*, 
with additives such as picloram, sodium chlorate, paraquat, 
and diquat, was used for this operation. The need for grass 
control is illustrated by the large quantities of triazines and 
amitrole used. Asulam was used largely for releasing trees 
from bracken. 

NURSERY WEED CONTROL 

Apart frolm the olbvious dlifficulty of contrdling weeds in 
nurseries when "crash" programmes of development are under- 
taken, it was apparent from questionnaire replies, and from 
papers and discussions, that nursery weed control by herbi- 
cides is in general well-established throughout New Zealand. 
Nurserymen appear to have a high degree of skill in this fidd, 

"Unless otherwise stated, the names of 2,4,5-T and 2,4-D refer in this 
article to the esters of the compounds. 
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TABLE 3: TOTAL QUANTITIES (PRODUCT, NOT ACTIVE 
INGREDIENT) OF FORMULATED HERBICIDES USED I N  NEW 

ZEALAND IN 1974-5 
(From Preest, a) 

Common Name litres k g  

2,4,5-T and 2,1,-D esters 
Picloram or dicamba mixtures 
Amitrole and amitrole-T 
Asulam 
Carbetamide 
Paraquat and diquat 
Sodium chlorate/borate 
Triazines 
2,2-UPA 
Karbutilate 

using regimes adaptcd to suit local conditions with different 
herbicides applied at different growth stages of the crop, and 
folr different weed prolblems. In 1967 most nurserymen relied 
on mineral oils and hand-weleding (Chavasse and Weston, 
1967), but in 1974 they used with precision a wide array of 
herbicides. These included propazine, linumn, chlorthal, para- 
quat, diquat, atrazine in oil, simazine, nitrotfen, and caragard, 
depending on requirements. The usle of mineral oils has 
diminished, but they are still necessary where weeids get past 
the first-leaf stage. 

I t  should nolt be inferred that nursery weed problems are 
con~pletely solved, for there are still a number of difficult 
weeds in some nurseries and some hand-weeding is still neces- 
sary. There is also a nead to replace chlorthal for colntrol of 
summer grass (Digitaria ranguinalzs) as this chemical may 
not in future be obtainable; and it will be necessary for re- 
searchers to continuc to screen likely new herbicides as they 
become available. 

FOREST ESTABLISHMENT: CONTROL OF SPECIFIC 
WEEDS 

When studying answers to the questionnaire, two aspects 
stood out clearly - the varied and mainly imprecise defini- 
tion of objectives, and the wide range of treatments applied 
to the same problcm, even within fairly small geographical 
regions. The details of suitable regimes have to' be wolrked out 
locally, generally by climatic regions, but there is evidently 
a need for better co-ordination, both within and between 
different organisations, to establish optimum treatments. 
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When comparing practice in 1974-5 with that in 1969 
(Chavasse, 1959) it is apparent that a large proportion of 
forest managers are using herbicides with a considerable de- 
gree of expertise. However, herbicides are still sometimes ap- 
plied tentatively and ineffectively, or  not used at  all in situa- 
tions where they could markedly improve the quality of site 
preparation (and probably reduce establishment costs). In 
other places it seems they may be used excessively where 
alternative methods would be more appropriate. 

I t  will not be possible in this article to discuss the full 
range of weeds brought to the attention of the Symposium; 
discussion will be confined to gorse, bracken, mixed gorse 
and bracken, grasses, and native scrubweeds. I t  must, how- 
ever, be borne in mind that these weeds seldom occur alone 
even though they may form the major portion of the plant 
cover. I t  must also be appreciated that treatment of any area 
will set in train ecological processes which may lead to the 
need for further operations; for example, removal of native 
scrub o r  a pine crop may result in massive germination oi 
gorse o r  broom where seed has lain domnant in the soil for 
several decades. Alternatively, ecological successions may be 
exploited by the forest manager in order to meet the desired 
objectives; a grass/clover sward may be induced in order to 
suppress regrowth of seedlings of a previous plant cover. For 
these reasons it is necessary to discuss individual weeds in a 
somewhat simplified manner in order to avoid numerous 
qualifications. Unless otherwise stated, aerial application of 
herbicides is implied. 

Gorse 
Replies to questionnaires concerning gorse control demon- 

strdte most clearly forest managers' imprecise evaluation of 
the problem; objectives are not well defined, and knowledge 
that is available is often not being applied. Few respondents 
have any intention of eradicating gorse, even though it is 
well known that regrowth of gorse among the growing tree 
crop poses very costly and almost insuperable problems in the 
pruninglthinning phase. Operations are often not well-timed 
and in many locations gorse seedlings and coppice shoots are 
allowed to grow vigorously before being sprayed, and results 
are accordingly indifferent. In Westland and elsewhere it has 
been established that the closer gorse seedlings are to the 
cotyledonary stage, the easier they are to kill with herbicides, 
and a complete kill can be achieved with 5 litres 2,4,5-T ( 3 6 %  
active ingredient)" and 2 litres diquat (20%)/ha. Some forest 

"In this paper the percentage of active ingredient will be given for com- 
mercial products, together with the quantities used. 
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managers still prefer to programme herbicide applications by 
the date and nolt according to the condition and growth of 
the weed concerned. 

The most usual objective where gorse is present is simply 
to release trees from gorse competition. This is usually 
achieved using 2,4,5-T (often with picloram added), but the 
gorse is merely temporarily checked, freeing tree leaders. 
Other common objectives are to desiccate the cover in order 
to obtain a hot burn; or simply to allow the establishment of 
the tree crop. 

Regimes vary widely from a simple spray treatment (and 
no burn) for re-establishment after logging a pine crop, to a 
sequence involving pre-burn spraying, burning, post-burn 
spraying, planting, and release spraying (and sometimes a sec- 
ond release spraying also). Again, mainly 2,4,5-T, often with 
additives, is the principal herbicide used. An example for treat- 
ment of "old man" gorse in reverted pasture in Otago is as fol- 
lows: 

(1) Pre-burn spray in October/November using 11 litres 2,4.5-T 
(36%) with the objective of killing or desiccating the 
cover in preparation for burning. 

(2) Burn in January/February, 15 months later. 
( 3 )  Post-burn (pre-plant) spray in October/November in order 

to kill coppice and seedling growth up to 15 cm high, 
using 3 litres 2,4,5-T (36%)/ha. 

( 4 )  Plant in June/August. 
( 5 )  Release spray if needed in following summer, using 3 

litres 2,4,5-T (36% )/ha. 

All three treatments are applied in 225 litres waterlha, by 
helicopter. 

Because releasing gives only temporary relief, the general 
intention in this area is to eradicate gorse, if possible, before 
planting, so that stands can be readily pruned and thinned. 
Houever, Anstey ( a )  is doubtful whether this is possible; 
"Gorse is an extremely successful pioneer species of the most 
tenacious character, seeding prolifically and reasserting itself 
from the last remnant of green root", and "We still lack the 
essential understanding of the weed so necessary to a logical 
and planned approach to its control", therefore "To attempt 
to control gorse until canopy closure is futile". In his view, 
herbicides "will rarely kill established gorse bushes in one hit, 
regardless of the specific chemical or of the quantity applied", 
while the principle of multiple spraying tends to "founder on 
idealism" because gorse is usually found with other weeds 
such as bracken and grasses. 
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The best results in Otago have been achieved by roller 
crushing in order to induce a hoit burn, fololwed by spraying 
designed to kill young regrowth and seedlings. A second spray 
is likely to be necessary to co~mplete eradication. The impor- 
tant polint is to  apply chemicals in relation to the conditioa 
of the plant, not to the date. 

DavenhilI (a)  reported a high degree of success (on a trial 
plot basis) with a summer burn followed by herbicide treat- 
ment in au~tumn, with a second treatment in the following 
autumn. A spring treatment followed with another in autumn 
was less efkt ive ,  and the method has been less successful on 
an operational b a s k  Holwever, Naish po~inted out that high- 
volume dilute spray applications by ground vehicle give con- 
sistently go~o~d results in contrast to aerial applications which 
are affected by weather, extent of spray depolsition on the 
plant, droplet size, spray volume, terrain, type of aircraft, 
type of spray gear and its calibration, the skill oif the pilot, 
type of spray formulation and chemical content, the size and 
condlition of the plants, and timing of application in relation 
to' their growth stage. Wishart Helicopters Ltd delmonstrated 
on the field day that aerial applicaion can be improveld, using 
a helicopter with a threecbladed rotor at lolw ground spezd to 
drive the spray into1 the heart of gorse bushes; in some cir- 
cumstances a complete kill has been obtained by this method, 
using 12 litres 2,4,5-T (36%)/ha. 

Davenhill ( a )  also noted other approaches. Control of gorse 
regeneration might be possible with triazines; trials have 
alrcady given promising results. But he agreed with Anstey 
that there are many factolrs that have noit yet been evaluate~d 
or  included in research programmes. For example, it seems 
possible that, if the correct techniques can be found, dormanr- 
season spraying using a diesel carrier may be effective. Again 
it has been demonstrated that effects of herbicides on gorse 
can vary with the ambient temperature and humidity, and 
thus with the time of day. 

The effect of herbicides on planted trees, and their tolerance 
(germane to all weed control1 operations) was discussed and 
it was generally agreed that the major onslaught on weeds 
should, where poissible, be befolre planting. Owing to difficul- 
ties olf programming and finance, the fogrest manager is often 
faced, however, with crash programmes which make it impos- 
sible to apply this rule. At the releasing stage there are too 
many colnstraints to herbicide use due to the age. quality, 
health, oir growth stage of the crop, the inaccuracy olf aerial 
spray dispersal (Garden), weather, the availability of aircraft 
at the right time, toxicity d chemicals, and other factors as 
yet unknown. Some damage or depression of growth is accept- 
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able, provided ( i )  that trees survive, and (ii) that they pro- 
duce acceptable stems. In any case, however efficiently weeds 
may be treated before planting, some additional releasing 
could well be necessary. In this context it was generally agreed 
that multiple spray techniques are necessary to colntrol gorse 
(Chavasse and Davenhill, 1973), and it was reported that these 
have been successful in virtually eradicating gorse in some 
operations. Where machines can be used (multiple discing, 
blading, or root-raking) it is possible largely to eradicate gorse 
(at least over part of the planting site), but follow-up re- 
leasing with herbicides is often necessary. I t  was pointed out 
that a gorse-covered site is the most expensive forestry land, 
simply because of the additional costs of tending the crop. 
Indeed, some forest managers are simply planting the trees, 
ensuring they come through the gorse canopy, and then leav- 
ing them until clearfelling - in some cases to the extent of 
planting at final crop density. Forest managers in general ap- 
pear to believe that gorse eradication is impossible and that 
the only realistic objective is simply to establish a reasonably 
well-stocked stand of trees, even though an understorey of 
gorse can constitute a serious fire hazard. 

Bracken 

Bracken, next to gorse, is the most difficult forestry weed 
in the releasing phase, and so far no suitable herbicide has 
been found to remove bracken with certainty prior to planting. 
Karbutilate has sometimes been fully effective (although trees 
planted subsequently can be adversely affected); at other 
times it has been disappolinting. Sodium chlorate/borate as 
granules or prills has sometimes given excellent results, both 
when applied prior to planting and as a releasing agent, but 
its carriage in aircraft is prohibited. Where machines can 
be used, super-giant discing and/or ripping is normally very 
tffective (Anstey, b )  in controlling bracken groiwth for up to 
2 years (sufficient to allow trees to grow away vigorousy with 
minimal releasing). Burning just when fronds are fully de- 
veloped can lead to markedly reduced vigour in the following 
year (Preest, b ) ,  and mob stocking with domestic animals 
can also be effective. Practically all releasing using herbicides 
has been done by applying 11 to 14 litres asulam ( 4 0 %  )/ha, 
but it has been found that timing in relation to frond growth 
is highly critical, and results have varied from excellent to 
negligible. Asulam, ho~wever, can bc effective when applied 
in low volumes of water (55 litreslha). It is not surprising 
that a very large area of planting in bracken has to be re- 
leased by hand (Table 2; Bowers, a) .  
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Exncriinental results indicate the possibility oi developing 
suitable techniques. Bowers ( a )  reported that a midsurnm:r 
burn followed by spraying of autumn regrowth with 2.8 litrcs 
paraquat (20%)/ha significantly reduced the amount of rc- 
Icasing required, while ltarbutilate has sometimes given such 
exccllcnt re>ults that further rcsearch is warranted. Prcest 
( I ? )  rcported numcrous trials where results had varied from 
excellent to undietectable for sodiuin chlorate, karbutilate, 
chlorthiamid, and dichlobcnil granules, asulam, and glyphos- 
ate. In his view a major problem ia the hard waxy cuticle on 
mature braclicn fronds. The addition of diesel oil to asulam 
and glyphosate has markedly improved results and Purtlier 
trisl5 to ctetcrmine optimum quantities and timing are being 
undt r takel~,  while a ncw herbicide (codc DPX 3674) sliows 
considerable promise. In Preest's ( b )  view "the lorester now 
has adequate chemical weapons with which to attack braclten. 
The unpredictability and variability of results, howcver, sug- 
,test that tlie factor limiting reliable conlrol is our lack of 
knowledge about what is happening once a chemical is applicd; 
in particular thc way entry, uptake, translocation, and lethal 
action are influenced by environmental conditiolns outside 
tbc plant and physiological conditions inside. . . . What is re- 
q u ~ r e d  now is more finesse" in the employment of the means 
available. 

I n  discussmns it appeared that (at  least in one instance) a 
mixture cf asulam and atrazine had boustcd results. Asulam 
with 2,4,5-T could also be more effective than asulam alone, 
b11t the effect on trees of both thcse mixturcs could bc serious. 
Multiple treatments could also possibly be eflective, for 
cuanlple, 2,4,5-T plus paraquat applied two or three times at  
law rates of both herbicides and water. In general, however, 
such sugecstions were tentative only. Thus, while mechanical 
means of bracken control are well established, control by 
herbicides is still not generally practical on an operational 
scale. 

Gorse and Bracken Mixed 
This cover is common in the South Island, especially in Ncl- 

son. The general regime adopted, where machines cannot be 
used, is a pre-burn desiccant spray (2,4,5-T alone or  with 
picloram, sodium chlorate, o r  paraquat) and a releasing spray. 
In  Nelson, Wylie reported a spray, burn, spray, plant, releasc 
spray regime and considered that this leads to assured full 
establishment of radiata pinc crops. However, he stressed 
the need for further research to determine the optimum site 
conciitions for herbicide effectiveness, and to develop a better 
understanding of plant physiological processes involved. Trials 
are continuing in Nelson. 
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The  standard releasing treatment coilsists o f  asulam ( 4 0 % )  
at rates f r o m  11 t o  15 l i treslha,  w i t h  2,4,5-T ( 3 6 % )  at rates 
f r o m  1.4 t o  3.0 l i t res /ha w i t h  water at 220 t o  280 l i treslha.  
However, reliable results have been obtained w h e n  water has 
been reduced t o  45 litreslha. Damag- t o  planted trees can ap- 
pear fairly severe initially, bu t  recovery is usually satisfactory. 
Better results are obtained i f  these herbicides are applied 
separately; this also obviates tree damage. 

Balneaves ( a )  reported a series o f  trials in  Canterbury 
where,  a f t e r  a spring burn  and t w o  successive herbicide treat- 
meu t s ,  control o f  b o t h  gorse and bracken was adequate for  
at least 12 months .  

O n  a n  operational scale, as w i th  bracken or gorse sites, the  
best  means  o f  control ( terrain permitt ing) is b y  machines 
w i t h  some reinforcement b y  herbicides, especially for releas- 
ing. However, gorse is still likely t o  become a problem b y  the  
t i m e  pruning is t o  be  undertaken. 

Grasses 

Control o f  grasses operationally is m u c h  better understood 
b y  forest managers than  is control o f  gorse and bracken, 
a l t h ~ u g h  here also the  rather wide range o f  treatments and 
rates o f  herbicides applied indicates that some rationalisation 
m a v  b e  needed. No  adequate control o f  k i kuyu  grass (Pennz- 
setrun clandestinum) or  paspalum (Paspalurn dilatatttri) has 
yet been  defined, especially for releasing trees, and t h e  dis- 
cussion dealt w i t h  the  normal range o f  grasses - browntop 
(Agrostis tenuis) ,  Yorkshire  fog (Holcus lanatus),  perennial 
rycgrass (Lo l ium perenne),  t imothy (Ph l sum pratense),  sweet 
vernal (Anthoxanthurn odouaturn), crested dogstail (Cvnos~wus  
cristatus) and cocksfoot (Dactylis glorneuata): o f  these the  
second is m o s t  widespread and the  last is most  difficult t o  
control. Answers t o  the  questionnaire indicated that,  where  
grass is t o  b e  retained for  grazing, t h e  normal treatment i s  
spot or  strip spraying w i t h  a mixture o f  paraquat ( 2 0 % )  and 
simazine ( 8 0 % )  at rates per sprayed hectare o f  about 6 to  9 
litres and 4 t o  6 k g  In  some cases paraquat m a y  b e  used alone. 
I t  is commonly  recommended that grass should b e  close- 
grazed u p  t o  t ime  o f  chemical treatment.  W h e r e  grass has be- 
come rank,  or where  there is m u c h  well-established cccks foot ,  
i t  ;s  more  c o m m o n  t o  use  a proprietary preparation contain- 
ing simazine, amitrole-T and 2'2-DPA at rates u p  t o  22 k g /  
sprayed hectare, or t o  make  u p  a mixture o f  atrazine ( 8 0 % ) ,  
2,2-DPA ( 7 4 % ) ,  and amitrole-T (20112%) (2.7 kg,  2.7 kg ,  5.6 
litrcs, respectively).  Even these are best  applied to  short grass. 

Grass is dealt w i th  mainly i n  the  releasing stage (compare 
Tables 1 and 2 ) ,  the  commonest treatment being a mixture 
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of atrazine and amitrole-T, applied shortly after planting. A 
selection of current treatments is given in Table 4. On 
frobt flats, where longer-term weed control is desired, 
simazine (80%) may be added to a s~andard atrazine/amitrole- 
T mix at about 2.2 lcg/ha; and where there are seedlings of 
blackberry, broom, or other woody species, 2,4,5-T (3696) may 
be included at 2.5 to 3.0 litreslha. Even more adventurous mix- 
tures are being used in some circumstances. 

TABLE 4: HERBICIDES USED IN NEW ZEALAND FOR RELEASING 
TREES FROM GRASS COMPETITION 

Coinnzorz 
Nainr O:o Active 

Atrazine 1 
Amitrole-T ( 
Atrazine 1 
2,2-DPA f 
Caragard 
Caragard 1 
Amitrole-T ( 
Caragard ') 
2,2-DPA f 

2.2 to 5.5 kg 
5.6 to 11.0 litres (normally 5-6 litres) 
2.7 to 5.4 kg 
2.7 to 3.0 kg 
5.4 kg 
6.0 to 1l.Okg 
2.0 to 5.0 litres 
4.5 kg 

2.2 to 2.5 kg 

Knowles and Klomp put forward two theses. The first is 
that aerial spraying is undesirable, and that spolt spraying 
with paraquat and simazine before planting, using simple hand 
tools, is more economic and effective. Secondly, where plant- 
ing in grass, large sturdy seedlings should be used to obviate 
the need for releasing, at least in areas with moderate-to~high 
rainfall .On rather fertile sites, control of grass has occa- 
sionally led to too vigorous top growth afld a serious toppling 
problem: thus, retardation of tree growth by grass competiti- 

,re re- tion may in some cases be desirable. These authors w- 
ferring more particularly to areas where a mixed crop of grass 
and trees was to be produced. Revel1 and Deadman gave evi- 
dence that grass competition could seriously impede the 
growth of hardwoods, especially in drier areas; in fact, grass 
control could result in faster growth of trees than could be 
obtained by applying fairly substantial rates of fertiliser. 
Revel1 further pointed out the major ecological importance of 
grass where conifers are planted in drier districts, and this 
was reinforced by Balneaves (b) .  Bowers ( b )  was also more 
concerned with growth than with mere survival. While sur- 
vival of trees planted in grass in mofister climates may be 
quite satisfactory, substantially more vigorous growth can be 
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obtained by removing grass competition in the first year and, 
for large programmes, aerial application is the only possible 
technique in order to cover the ground at  the right time - 
i.e., early spring before grass has grown rank. 

There was a good deal of discussion on the merits and de- 
merits of pre-planting and post-planting treatments. The latter 
seemed to be more generally favoured. as this gives longer- 
term control at the critical tree growth period. The second 
major topic was the rnethod of application. Several criticisms 
of aerial application were voiced because of "striping" (which 
may be due to poor in-flight agitation of atrazine, poor flight 
line control, uneven distribution of herbicide, and other 
mechanical reasons). Several forest managers have continued 
to use the earlier method of spot spraying because of this. I t  
may be no more expensive than aerial treatment, in spite of 
being labour-intensive, because only small amounts of herbi- 
cide are used. In addition there are ~iirtually no environmental 
repercussions and application is selective, so that treatment 
need be applied only where it is strictly necessary. 

A more recent development is ground spraying, even on 
fairly rough sites such as radiata pine cutover, using rubber- 
tyred skidders fitted with tanks, pmnps, and boom and nozzle 
equipment. Much more precise operations are possible than 
with aircraft, and results have been uniformly satisfactory. 
Agricultural tractors are also being more commonly used for 
spmying planting lines on grassland prior to planting. A fairly 
wide range of effective operational techniques for grass con- 
trol by herbicides is thus well kno~h~n. 

Broadleaved Native Scrublveeds 

Table 1 shows that most aerial-spraying is on this type of 
cover, while releasing is relatively much less important (Table 
2 ) .  The species composition of such scrub varies rather widely 
and a full discussion of herbicide operations must take this 
into account. Here it is possible to describe treatments only 
in broad outline. The objective is almost invariably desicca- 
tion in preparation for burning; timing of application is of 
major importance in order to bring fuel to the optimum 
condition for a successful burn at the right time. With cur- 
rent efforts to abate the smoke nuisance from prescribed 
burns this has become more critical. 

Treatments vary from a simple application of 45 kg am- 
monium sulphamate (95%)  in 450 litres waterlha, to fairly 
complicated mixtures containing phenoxyacetics, sodium 
chlorate/borate, paraquat or diquat (or  both), and diesel oil. 
Details are shown broadly in Table 5. 
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TABLE 5: DESICCANTS USED IN NEW ZEALAND FOR PREPARING 
NATIVE BROADLEAVED SCRUB FOR BURNING 

(rateslha) 
- 
2,4,5-7' 2,4-D Sodium Paraquat Diquat Diesel Water 
(36%) (36%) chlorate (20%) (20%) oil 
(litres) (litres) ( 6 0 % ) ( k g )  (litres) (litres) (litres) (litres) 

Some organisations claim to be able to tailor the mixture 
fairly precisely to the type of cover to be treated. For example, 
Tasman Forests Ltd prescribe the following (depending on 
species, density, and condition of vegetation): 

2,4,5-T (36%) 3 to 8 litres 
2,4,-D (36%) 3 to 8 litres 
sodium chlorate (59% ) 3 to 18 kg 
diesel ofil 5 to 11 litres 
water 110 to 130litres 

Both Tasman Forests and Westland Conservancy prepare 
standing native scrub for burning without hand felling (ex- 
cept for the occasional emergent predominant), repeating the 
treatment where necessary after the upper canopy is de- 
foliated. In Westland the initial treatment is 11 litres 2,4,5-T 
(72%) plus 22 litres diesel oil in 450 litres waterjha. The 
follow-up spray consists of 2 to 5 litres 2,4,5-T (72%) plus 5 
to 11 litres diquat (20%) in 450 litres water/ha. 

The varied d~esiccant treatments are usually effective, 
although the subsequent burn may be affected by other fac- 
tors. 

Discussion made it quite plain that the degree of variability 
necessitated the development of special local treatments, and 
that no standard prescription is possible for this type of cover. 
Herbicides are not particularly elifective against older, more 
or less pure, stands of manuka (Leptospermum scoparium) 
and kanuka (L. ericoldes); these are generally felled or crush- 
ed before burning. 
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Removal of native scrub can lead to unwanted successions 
of 'i'orkshire fog, thistles, Himalaya honeysuckle, or ( i n  North- 
land) gorse, which subsequently have to be dealt with. The 
most common native species appearing in the releasing phase 
is wineberry (Aristotelia serrata).  The usual treatment, of two 
to three litres 2,4,5-T (36%)/ha sometimes with 5% picloram*, 
gives satisfactory control. 

TECHNIQUES OF APPLICATION AND CONTROL OF 
OPERATIONS 

I t  is apparent that most practitioners are concerned with 
the inadequacy of present methods of delivering herbicides to 
the target area, and nine papers were presented to this session 
of the Symposium. While it was agreed that aerial application 
will always be of major importance in forestry because of the 
amount of rugged country on which production forests are 
grown, there is increasing interest in alternative methods 
which may be more effective and, in some circumstances, a 
goad deal less costly. 

Current aerial operations, using water as a carrier, involve a 
compro~mise between a number of conflicting factors 
( Chavasse, a ) .  For cxample, herbicides are most effective 
when they are collected on plant surfaces by impaction (Fore- 
man, 1969) especially on the undersides of leaves; but for this 
to occur, droplets must be small enough to be wafted about on 
air currents. On the other hand, small droplets are most likely 
to drift oif target - one of the major environmental hazards 
of aerial spraying. Weather conditions can have a profound 
effect on the behaviour of sprays, and while turbulent condi- 
tions are desira.ble for dispersing drifting particles and thus 
reducing hazards to plants outside the target area, such con- 
ditions can make flying difficult and also cause the loss of a 
considerable proportion of the herbicide. 

Again, theoretically it would be desirable to apply onlv a 
narrow range of droplet sizes, but in practice the droplets 
emitted from bcom and nozzle equipment are in the range 01 
1 to 25 000 by volume. The best distribution of spray occurs 
in fairly high winds - at  least up to 20 km/hour (Garden), 
but this call also lead to undesirable drift. With a water 
diluent, much of the fine spray evaporates before reaching the 
target - a factor which is operationally unfavourable and 
probably environmentally undesirable. For some weeds (e.g., 
gorse) good control is achieved with rather large volumes of 

- - 
'Proprietary formulation contains 20% 2,4,5-T and 5 %  picloram 
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water (up to 6000 litreslha) applied from the ground; but 
because the cost of aircraft depends materially on the quantity 
of diluent, the lowest possible volume should be applied. Low 
volumes also reduce the time needed to complete a pro- 
gramme, a factor which is of considerable importance when 
weeds have to be sprayed at the correct stage of growth. 

Various methods of overcoming these difficulties were dis- 
cussed at the Symposium, These were: 

(1) Selection of the correct weather conditions. 

(2) Improved methods of operating aircraft. 

( 3 )  Improved timing of opera.tions. 

(4) Coatrol of operations. 

(5)  Improved equipment. 

(6) New spray fo~rmulations. 

(7) Granules, minigranules, and microgranules. 

(8 )  Improved ground spray equipment, mechanised and hand- 
operated. 

1. Selection of the Correct Weather Conditions 

Forest managers generally specify the limits beyond which 
aerial operations are not to take place; these include maxi- 
mum temperature, minimum relative humidity (these two are 
sometimes linked), and maximum wind speed. Acc~olrding to 
Garden the most important factors are wind speed land direc- 
tioa, both to obtain good coverage and to reduce environ- 
mental hazards. Discussions showed, however, that olther fac- 
tors can be of importance in determining the effectiveness of 
the spray; with phenoxy herbicides, better results can be ob- 
tained by application in overcast or misty weather. 

2. Ir~zpvovcd Methods of Opevnting Aircraf t 

Quantity of diluent can be important. For example, asulam 
gives best results at rates of 40 to 50 litres/ha (Miles). Drift 
can be controlled to solme extent by aircraft flying close to 
the target, but this is not always passible in forestry operations 
in hilly or broken country. Newer types of helicopters, with 
three-blade rotolrs, can fly at lolwer speeds and drive herbicides 
inta the vegetation. Improved coverage can be obtained by 
overlapping swathes (this is common practice) oir by travers- 
ing the area twice with flight paths at right-angles; this 
latter, however, is frequently impossible because of the ter- 
rain, the wind direction, and the shape of the target area. 
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3. Improved Timing o/ Opev~~t ions  

Environmcntal hazards can bc related to the time of year, 
when susceptible plants are in Icaf. More attention is being 
given to the effect of hcrbici~des in winter (Moffat, 1973) 
although, in general, the eiIcctiveness of spraying is related lo 
the stage of growth of the plant. Gorse and broom seedlings, 
for cxarnple, are rcadily killed in the cotyledonary stage; grass 
is best controlled in spring as it is beginning to grow; thistles 
are readily controlled in the rosette stage; woo'dy weeds 
should be actively growing. An advantage of dormant-season 
spraying is that trees are less susceptible: Douglas fir has 
proveld resistant to 2,4D in winter (Davenhill, a ) .  

The time of day can also be important. Paraquat and diquat 
can be much more effective when lsprayed in ihc evening but 
normally very little spraying is undertaken late in the day. 
In one trial a 2,4,5-T-picloram formulation proved very effec- 
tive on gorse when applied at 5 p.m. (Davenhill, a )  and further 
chamination is obviously warranted . 

4. Control of Opevations 

Proper control of operations is of considerable irnportancc, 
although the skill of the pilot is often the over-riding factor. 
Local trials to detcrmine optimum quantities of herbicide anld 
diluent (and also additives and surlactants), and optimal tim- 
ing are always necessary. No equipment for control of flight 
lines is yet available iil Niew Zealand (and its use in folrestry 
operations would be pcculiarly ~dlifficult) but simple portable 
direction-control systems are being developed overseas and 
thcsc should be evaluated. The only suitable location for 
ground-contl-ol staff is in the target area, where the behaviour 
of the spray can be monitolred simply by observing with 
biiioculars; weather-recording devices at the airstrip or heli- 
pad are of little usc. A critical factor, often oiverlo~oked, is to 
ensure that correct equipment is mounted on the aircraft and 
that nozzle pressures are even throughout the system. It is 
equally important to have an effective agitation system on the 
aircraft when using wettable powders, and to ensure that the 
correct quantities are used throughout the operation by 
monitolring all mixing operations and checking quantities used 
against area flown. 

5. Improved Equipment 

Conventional boom and nozzlc equipment can ge madc more 
cficient by shortening booms, so avoiding the effect of wing- 
tip (or rotolr-tip) vortices; by selecting the correct nozzles; 
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by calibrating nozzles regularly (since wear from wettable 
powders can be considerable); and by checking the angle of 
the nozzles in relation to the slipstream (Foreman, 1969). How- 
ever, with this type of equipment there is inevitably a wide 
range of droplet sizes produced, and a corresponding need 
to apply fairly high volumes of spray, with related drifr 
hazards. Several types of atomisers have been developed which 
produce a narrower range of droplet sizes and apply relatively 
low volumes (down to 20 litres/ha). They have not generally 
proved suitable for forestry operations but, on the other hand, 
no serious research has been done to establish their limita- 
tions for this purpose. More recently ultra-low-volume tech- 
niques have been developed, so far mainly for applying herbi- 
cidcs from the ground. As these depend on wind drift, the 
development of aerial applications is problematical (see be- 
low). While it is admitted that present equipment is fairly 
crude, no major improvement is in sight at present. 

6. New Spray  Formulations 

Development of new formulations is currently being actively 
pursued by herbicide manufacturers. Earlier attempts at pro- 
ducing invert eniulsions proved unacceptable to users, but the 
use of foams and thickeners is increasing. When foaming agents 
are used (in very small quantities) special nozzles are neces- 
sarv (Aston, 1974; Rowe and Albert) and different results can 
be cbtained by varying the type of nozzle. The main advantages 
are that foams markedly reduce drift, allow lower rates of 
diluent to be used, and almost eliminate the effects of wing- 
tip and rotor-tip vortices. There is some evidence, however, 
that the effectiveness of herbicides can in some circumstances 
be reduced, and it may be difficult to obtain full coverage of 
the target. Alternatively, chemical "thickeners" (polyvinyl 
polymers) to lncrease viscosity have similar effects and are 
gentrally simpler to use as they involve no modification of 
nozzles. This allows normal diluents to be used when welther 
conditions are favourable, while in less satisfactory conditions 
flying can still continue if thickeners are added; thus, aircraft 
use can be extended. This could be of major importance, since 
average aircraft use currently averages about 1 hour per day. 

In order to obviate the disadvantages of wettable powders, 
new "flowable" formulations have bcen developed. These are 
stable liquid suspensions of insoluble powders which over- 
come mixing and agitating problems and allow greater flexi- 
bility in preparing "brews" containing wettable powders, 
water-soluble liquids, pentrant oils, and surfactants (MacDiar- 
mid and Woon). 
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7.  ( a )  Granules 

Granules of soil-active herbicides and inert substances h a w  
been used for some years for ground applications. They can- 
not yet, h o w e ~ e r ,  be applied successfully by aircraft as the 
equipment available for distributing them is unacceptably in- 
accurate, especially for releasing operations. More efficient 
equipment has been dzveloped overseas and is being tested ~n 
Nelv Zealand at  present (see also Stephenson, 1972). The main 
advantage of granular materials is that application is not 
greatly restricted by weather conditions, and there is no drift 
hazard. Their main disadvantage is that they are bulky to 
transport (Davenhill, b ) ,  since active ingredient is usually in 
the range of 2 to 4%; there are technical difficulties if the active 
ingredient is more than 10%. Nevertheless, should suitable 
distribution devices be developed, granules will undoubtedly 
find a use in more hazardous situations. Moreover, such equip- 
ment would be equally valuable for distributing urea and 
other granular fertilisers. More study of size, specific gravity, 
and ballistic properties of granules is needed. 

( b )  Minigvnizules and Micvogvantdes 

These were discussed by Taylor. Minigranules are defined 
as between 200 and 400 microns; microgranules range from 
100 to 200 microns. Such granules can be made to fairly fine 
tolerances of weight and shape. Although drift hazard is much 
reduced, very small granules behave rather like water drop- 
lets of the same size in that they will impact on plant sur- 
faces, and their herbicidal effect is very little less than that of 
dusts (which are environmentally vcry hazardous indeed). Re- 
search is proceeding. 

8. ( a )  Vehicle-mounted Ground Spt ,ay Equ ip imnt  

Where vehicles can be used they have distinct advantages 
over aircraft in several respects, and costs a re  comparable. 
They can be used in weather conditions when aircraft would 
be inolperable, includling overcast and misty weather where 
effectiveness of sprays is enhanced. They can be adapted to 
spray strips (planting lines) and possibly spots, thus reducing 
the amount of herbicide. All the spray reaches the -xget ,  and 
environmental hazards are virtually eliminated. Control of 
application is fairly accurate - particularly important for re- 
leasing operations - and 100% coverage can easily be assured. 
Hcwever, vehicles are limited by rough terrain and obstacles 
such as stumps and logging debris may cause uneven coverage. 
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( b )  Hand-operated and  Mofov-manual  E q u i p m e n t  

Accurate placement of granular herbicides in spots or strips 
is possible with motor-manual equipment currently used in 
Britain. Noise and vibration when working long hours can be 
ergonomically undesirable. 

More recent is the development of a hand-held device, 
operated by batteries, which atomises sprays within fairly 
narrow droplet sizes, and is used for ultra-low-volume applica- 
tions. Special formulations of some herbicides are already 
available in which the active ingredient is mixed with low- 
volatile oils with a relatively low specific gravity. Rates applied 
are generally within the range 3 to 8 litreslha and coverage 
relies on drift (Rogers). Logistically this is an attractive sys- 
tem: very small quantities of material (no diluents) are 
needed; the equipment is light and portable; there is no noise 
or vibration; the narrow range of oily droplets proiduced gives 
excellent coverage and adhesion to plant surfaces; the quantity 
of active herbicide used is very small; plant control is usually 
excellent. The main disadvantage (from the New Zealand view- 
point) is that men must be able to traverse planting sites at  
an even pace; thus, there must be virtually no obstructions. 

CURRENT HERBICIDES 

Over recent years the advent of new herbicides has de- 
creased, but a wide range is commercially available and it 
is theoretically possible to control most of the weeds which 
interfere with the establishment of forests. Users have, how- 
ever, become interested in mixing various herbicides in order 
to obtain better (or more certain) results in lolcal situations. 
Insufficient is known about the effects of mixtures. For 
example, during discussions N. A. Davenhill reported that, it 
fairly hazardous herbicides (such as 2,2-DPA) are mixed with 
triazines (atrazine and caragard) for releasing, the effect on 
the weelds is enhanced but the effect on trees is to stimulate 
growth. On the contrary, if asulam is mixed with triazines, 
tree damage can be fairly severe, although trees show a high 
degree of tolerance to all these herbicides invidually. A. Bowers 
reported, in addition, that two herbicides, which individually 
gave control olf bracken, had virtually no effect on bracken 
when mixed. R. J. Cameron deplored the current method of 
developing herbicides, and of adapting them to local weed 
problems, on a trial and error basis. In his view it should be 
possible to construct chemicals designed to disrupt specific 
biological processes in the target plant, and this method ought 
to be pursued. This is yet one more example of technology 
racing ahead of research. 
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Discussions revealed that current developments are of con- 
siderable interest to forest managers but that, for the time 
being, no major or widespread changes are expecteld; herbi- 
cides will mostly be applied by aircraft using water as a 
diluent. I t  was agreed, however, that contrd of operations is of 
major importance: aircraft equipment and mixing gear should 
be molnitored throughout operatio~ns; the mixing operation 
shojuld bie monitored to1 ensure that proper quantities are 
used, with a final check of total amounts of spray against 
area flown; the optimum herbicide quantities should be deter- 
mined by loical trials (with perhaps 10 tot 15% added to allow 
for losses during aerial spraying); and operations should be 
constantly checked by someone posted within the target area 
observing each flight, with authority to halt flying as soon as 
conditions becotme unfavourable. Forest managers are gener- 
ally prepared to adopt new methoids where they can be shown 
to be an improvement on current practices, or to reduce en- 
vironmental hazards, even if they prove to be more costly. 

HERBICIDES AND THE ENVIRONMENT 

Environmentalists are rightly concerned about possible eco- 
logical effects of using herbicides. Wendelken asked five ques- 
tions in this context. What are the physical and biological 
altzrnatives in any given situation? What is the eco~nomic 
dc iency  ot each physically and biologically feasible alterna- 
tive? Who gains the benefits arid who meets the costs? Is 
solcial acceptability as important as physical and/okr biological 
feasibility, economic efficiency, and considerations of costs 
and gains? Is the programme operationally and administra- 
tively practicable? He pointed out that these considerations 
are noit often independent of one another, and apply generally 
to decisions on land use. MacDiasmid, discussing the fate of 
persistent herbicides in the environment, pointe~d out the 
need for care in their use, with treatments "tailor-made" for 
each particular situation, and the consequent need folr those 
immediately responsible for operations to be fully conversant 
with the properties of the herbicides concerned. The necessary 
detailed instruction is nolt yet included in folrestry school 
curricula. I t  is, however, reassuring to note the considerable 
amount of research being carried out by the agricultural 
chemicals companies (not only during the developlment of 
pesticides but also when they are in use) to determine their 
effects on soils, waters, wildlife, and the ecology generally. 
J. F. Newman, who1 is responsible for this research being 
carried oiut by Imperial Chemical Industries in Britain, illus- 
trated the elaborate testing procedures adopted, and pointed 
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out that any new herbicide coming on the market will prob- 
ably have taken 6 to 8 years to develop at a cost of some $8 
million; perhaps a third of this will have been spent on en- 
vircnmental testing. Moreover, in all countries there is now 
some form of national authority for controlling the use of 
herbicides. In New Zealand this is the Agricultural Chemicals 
Board. Watts described the function of this body, the way in 
which chcmicals are registered for use, and the training and 
licensing of operators. The Board also checks available pesti- 
cides from time to time to determine that ingredients are as 
stated. 

Safeguards therefore appear to bi- adequate, but the user 
muyt still exercise restraint and responsibility, especially where 
social aspects, such as visual impact, may be important. There 
is also need for those in charge of operations to be adequately 
instructed. 

THE IMPORTANCE OF HERBICIDES IN FORESTRY 

Over the last 10 years the use of herbicides in forestry has 
increased a t  a remarkable rate. They have now become well- 
nigh indispensable tools, especially for nursery production 
and for preparing sites for planting. I t  is often not easy to re- 
call that 10 to 15 years ego many planted areas failed (partially 
or x~holly) because of our inability to control competing weed 
growth. Then v.e planted 2200 or more trees per hectare with 
the expectation of considerable losses, and in most parts of 
New Zealand a forest planting programme of 200 hectares was 
accounted large. Now many forest managers expect 95% sur- 
vival o r  better, and plant 1600 trees/ha or fewer - sometimes 
onlv half this - while annual programmes in excess of 500 ha 
are considered quite normal. There seems little doubt that the 
rapid expansion of the national planting proigramme, with 
little increase in manpower, owes much to the use of herbi- 
cides. Many forest managers use them with finesse, having 
developed optimal techniques for their own particular prob- 
lems. 

Xerbicide use in forestry is m w  big business. Church and 
Kanc pointed out that herbicides are essential in large-scale 
afforestation programmes in order to achieve a quality of site 
preparation high enough to ensure the rapid establishment 
of fully-stocked stands at an acceptable cost. Elliott considered 
ihai, a t  least in the short term, herbicides provide the cheapest 
and most effective means of ensuring the survival of radiata 
pine on frosty sites which previously grew such slow-growing 
crops as contorta and ponderosa pines. Where intensive culti- 
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vation is possible, however, herbicide use can be reduced 
and eventually it may be possible to breed radiata pine re- 
sistant to frost. Olsen also considered that, while in some 
circumstances there are alternatives, herbicides would con- 
tinue to be of major importance for some time to come. There 
is a neadi to1 increase our knowledge so that they are used only 
where necessary, and at the minimum effective rates. 

The alternatives to herbicides (apart from manpower) are 
machines and fire. Chavasse (b )  concluded that burning alone 
is seldom adequate for site preparation for intensive planta- 
tion forestry, and that there is increasing reliance on herbi- 
cides not only to improve conditions for burning, but also 
as site clearing tools in their own right. Burning is often an 
indispenable adjunct to herbicides, but rarely a substitute for 
them. Armitage, while noting that there is a need to define 
objectives more precisely so that correct practices can be 
adopted, concluded that chemical desiccation of fuel allows 
burns to be carried out confidently when optimum weather 
conditions occur, and helps in ensuring a hotter, cleaner burn 
which minimises smoke nuisance. However, burning is en- 
vironmentally suspect, largely because smoke from forest 
burns is so visible (Chavasse, 1974). 

Page suggested that for site preparation on easy country 
machines offered an alternative not only to herbicides but 
also to fire, to some extent. On steeper terrain the use of 
terracing was becoming colmmon overseas. Page considered 
that machines are noit used in New Zealand as much as they 
should be because forest managers have insufficient knowledge 
of their effects, limitations, and operatiolnal requirements; and 
because machines are neither readily available nor, when 
available, always used intelligently. He felt that the right eco- 
nomic condiitons must be created for the use (and develop- 
ment) of more specialised machines - this would involve co- 
ordination of logging and site preparation techniques in some 
circumstances. 

Watt and Tustin agreed that, on land of easy contour, 
machines can be a t  least as effective as (and no more costly 
than) herbicides; but that plantation management is now 
highly dependent on herbicides where machines are not avail- 
able or cannot readily be used. The economic evaluation of 
the use of herbicides is difficult because of the extraordinarily 
wide range of techniques employed throughout the country, 
and the lack of reliable operational cost data. However, in- 
efficient site preparation can lead to some severe indirect costs, 
particularly in relation to the value o~f the final crop; and 
generally the use of herbicides is justified on economic 
grounds, 
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In discussions it became apparent that the prime needs 
in controlling the use of herbicides are the ability to plan 
site preparation of a tract olf land well in advance of planting. 
and a detailed local knowledge of cover types and the likely 
ecological consequence oif the metholds employed. Of equal 
importance for the skilled use oif herbicides is a detailed 
knolwledge of their activity in the plant, oC methods obf apply- 
ing them, and of the behaviour of aerially-emitted droplets In 
relation to weather conditions. While some forest managers 
have made it their business to master all these facets, there 
are wide variations in managerial expertise in this field. 

HERBICIDE RESEARCH 

Research into the molst efficient, add environmentally most 
acceptable, uses of herbicides is still needed. The chemicals 
companies have stepped up their activities here markedly over 
the last 5 years, and have become concerned also with metholds 
of distributing herbicides. Preferably, this research should 
be on a co-operative basis with companies, research organisa- 
tiolns, and practitioners working closely totgether. This is par- 
ticularly impolrtant because of the need, stressed throughout 
the Symposium, to develop optimum local techniques for indi- 
vidual situations. In  order to set priorities, an econolmic 
evaluation of the various major weed problems should be 
undertaken. 

Broadly, it was considered that the approach to herbicide 
research should be to: 
(1) Develop optimum regimes for each weed type. 

(2) Determine enviro'nmental suitability. 

(3) Improve techniques and equipment for applying herbi- 
cides. 

(4 )  Develop techniques for evaluation and interpretation of 
results in relation to the tree crop. 

In regand to ( I ) ,  i t  is nolt sufficient to1 evaluate herbicides 
in isolation; establishment regimes must take account of all 
relevant techniques available (burning, machines, hand tools, 
herbicides) and their inter-relationships. 

Concerning (2), of particular impolrtance is the effect of 
blanket spraying oln waterways and aquatic life, and the pos- 
sible build-up of residues where herbicides are useld regularly 
over a long periold, such as in nurseries and possibly on roads, 
firebreaks, and storage arelas. 

A large amount of detail is embraced by (3) :  this includes 
(a )  herbicide formulations (concentrates, "flowables", wet- 
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table powders, prills, granules, minigranules, microgranules); 
(b )  additives, emulsifielrs, surfactants, and agents for altering 
properties of diluents; ( c )  metholds of controlling dro~plet size 
range; (d )  equipment for delivery of herbicides; ( e )  definition 
of optimum (or minimum effective) quantities of herbicides 
and carriers; ( f )  the use olf ultra-lolw-volume fo~rmulations; and 
(g) the definition of limits of weather conditions, time of d~al, 
condition of the plant and, foir releasing, the crop trees. 

Under (4) are includeid economic studies - how much can 
we spend on site preparation, and what are the effects of 
vanous regimes on indirect costs? In addition, tolols are needed 
to allofw folrest managers to assess when or whether opera- 
tions shouhd be undertaken, to permit precise assessment of 
results in terms of objectives, and to carry out relevant cost/ 
benefit analyses at the local level. 

Finally, the need for effective disseminatioin of info~rmation 
right dolwn to forest level was stressed, including the eiduca- 
tion of fosrest managers in all aspects of herbicides for us? 
in forestry. 
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